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Add Something Special  
To Every Project.

Whether you’re looking for a signature design element or simply want your next project to have an added “wow” factor, 
more attention to your window and door design choices goes a long way. Let light pour into a room in a unique way, or add 
a contemporary, textured finish to exterior trim. It’s a sure way to enhance the value of your projects and your reputation.

1. Walls of Glass
2. A Signature Entrance
3. Textured Exterior Finishes
4. Vanishing Doors
5.  Narrow Sightlines &  

Contemporary Styling
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Walls of Glass
Fully load-bearing with glue-laminated wood beams that create an all-wood interior, a Timber 

Curtain Wall can inspire innovative wall designs with clean, straight lines and stunning 
views. Whether you need large daylight openings for your contemporary residential 

designs, or a smart solution for your commercial curtain wall applications, a 
Timber Curtain Wall can meet or exceed today’s high energy standards. 

You can even incorporate doors, operable windows, or use them 
as structural corner units in wall creations over 14’high.
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ce Build bold with the design inspired, modern appearance of a brand new Pivot Door. Engineered to float 
inside their frame on a set of pins mounted in the top and bottom of the door panel, these amazing 
new doors offer clean lines and a simplicity of form and function that sets them apart from any other 
entrance door. For a distinctive, custom approach, Pivot Doors are a great place to start.
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Textured 
Exterior Finishes

Exterior clad finishes are available in some truly unique colors and textures, including Cajun Spice and Pesto. To expand your 
choices even more, Peppered Steel is another eye-catching design touch. This modern industrial finish gives both residential 
and commercial buildings the high-end look of steel that blends with nearly any architectural style you choose. It’s one of the 
many ways to use fenestration design details to your advantage. 
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Vanishing Doors
The ability to make walls completely disappear is a door design trend worth looking into. 
Transform your living space with unobstructed views in a wide range of sizes, configurations, 
and design options. Newly introduced Lift & Slide Pocketing doors are designed with advanced 
mechanics that defy gravity. Multi-Slide doors are engineered to give you years of silky-smooth 
service whether they slide in one direction, split around a 90-degree corner or into a pocket in the 
wall. Vanishing doors can fully complement your living space and start a stunning conversation. 
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Narrow Sightlines
& Contemporary 

Urban Casement and Awning windows set a new 
standard in contemporary design with modern 
industrial aesthetics, one of the narrowest 
sightlines in the industry and some beautiful 
new contemporary hardware. To push the 
contemporary look even further, try a striking Ultra 
Coat Black interior finish. It’s sure to give any project 
a beautifully modern, on-trend accent.

Styling



With 125 combined years in the window and door business, 
we’re a household name west of the Rockies, and our 
reputation is quickly making its way across the rest of the 
country. Who is Sierra Pacific Windows? We’re the company 
building the most uncompromising windows and doors 
possible for clients with the highest expectations, a fact we’re 
proving one beautiful project at a time.

Today, Sierra Pacific products are installed in 30 countries 
around the globe, with a focus on residential and light 
commercial construction in North America. The company 
supports more than 600 dealers, distributors and company 
stores across the country, with three manufacturing plants 
strategically located to deliver your order when you need it.
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